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Abstract: Trends in medical imaging are toward the detection of disease at the cellular and molecular level, 

where diseases such as cancer originate. In addition, diagnosis of disease should occur at the point-of-care, 

rather than relying on more traditional methods of excisional tissue biopsy, processing, sectioning, staining, 

and review in the pathology department. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an emerging high-

resolution optical biomedical imaging technology that has the potential for real-time intraoperative imaging 

and surgical guidance during breast cancer surgery. OCT is the optical analogue to ultrasound imaging, de-

tecting reflections of near-infrared light, rather than sound, to acquire cross-sectional images of tissue at 

resolutions that approach those of standard histopathology. For the application of OCT image-guided breast 

cancer surgery, clinical studies have demonstrated that OCT can reliably detect and differentiate positive and 

negative tumor margins during breast lumpectomy procedures. By making this assessment intraoperative and 

in real-time, there is the potential to decrease the current high reoperation rates for positive margins found 

post-operatively.   
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